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TITLE OF CASE STUDY:  Ford Fusion  

 

BACKGROUND 
 

Marketing in the automotive category is tricky – awareness around the launch of a new model can be accomplished via 
mass-marketing mediums (TV, print, online), but impacting consumer behavior can be difficult. Getting consumers 
deeper into the purchase funnel – and more immediately into dealerships – is a critical objective for Ford.  

 

Business Objectives and Target Audience 

There was an opportunity to be more efficient with marketing dollars by further targeting key audience(s) and expanding 
beyond mass-marketing mediums. With the launch of their redesigned 2013 Fusion, Ford was keen to create a high-
impact campaign that would increase brand rating & purchase consideration. Additionally, Ford was looking to leverage 
a partner that could offer real value to consumers.  

 

Ford’s key target around its 2013 Fusion launch included the hard-to-reach male 25-49 audience. What we knew about 
the M25-49 audience was they primarily spend their time doing two things: watching live sports on TV and playing video 
games. We also knew that these males were cynical towards advertising – well over 50% avoid TV commercials at all 
costs, and 2/3 multitask while watching TV. 
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 Translation: Ford needed to reach this M25-49 audience where they were 

spending their time – sports & video games – in an organic, seemingly “un-advertising” manner.  

 

How Research Led to Innovative Media and Creative Strategies 

That in mind, Ford identified Electronic Arts (EA) as a key partner to achieve success. As a leading global interactive 
entertainment company, EA’s media solutions business was in perfect alignment with Ford’s objectives. EA had a 
unique ability to reach and engage audiences, giving advertisers unparalleled access to consumers in an ideal 
environment to achieve brand objectives. Best of all, reaching and rewarding M25-49 in an unobtrusive way was what 
EA did best.  

 

New research from EA paved the way for new applications of in-game value-exchange advertising and provided 
marketers a new opportunity to truly engage target audiences. In the value-exchange advertising model, gamers can 
choose to watch a short advertisement and in exchange, receive free in-game content that helps them advance in 
gameplay. By leveraging Say.So’s proprietary consumer insights platform, EA utilized a single-source data set to 
combine in-depth survey responses with passive tracking and for the first time, connect what gamers said with what 
they actually did in-game. The groundbreaking study demonstrates how this advertising approach adds tremendous 
value to game studios, advertisers, and most importantly, the gamers themselves. The surprising results created new, 
unique brand opportunities and reinforce value-exchange advertising’s pivotal role in gaming’s future 

 

The research findings proved gamers appreciate the opt-in nature of value-exchange ad units and chose to engage with 
these ad units often: When presented with opportunities to earn in-game rewards by viewing ads, 87% of gamers chose 
to view the ad and earn rewards in the last month. One surprising new finding from the passive tracking data was that 
that gameplay hours increased by 28% after exposure to value-exchange ads. This indicates that earning free items 
through ads adds to gamers’ overall enjoyment of the game (otherwise, they would stop playing or choose to play other 
games) and combined with the high percentage of gamers who opt to engage with value-exchange opportunities, 
suggests a willingness to view in-game advertising when they are rewarded in return. The study also found 71% prefer 
games with opt-in ads over games without opt-in opportunities and 66% of gamers wanted more opportunities to earn 
in-game rewards through ads, indicating demand for opportunities to earn rewards was high.  

 

2014 ARF David Ogilvy Awards 

Entertainment & Sports Gold Winner:  

Ford Fusion “It’s in the Game”  
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Furthermore, the research revealed that gaming is a particularly effective platform for marketers. Nearly 9 our 10 
gamers recall value-exchange ads in games and find they are 75% more noticeable than ads in streaming video and 
22% more noticeable than live TV ads. In-game ads also effectively drive post-ad actions – 2X more than ads on live 
TV. 
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Additionally, focus groups were also conducted specifically among console gamers to prove how this model translates 
specifically to console gaming and works for Ford’s audience, paving the way for developers to implement value-
exchange ad-serving tech in their games. The qualitative research uncovered that players perceive value-exchange 
advertising as “pro-gamer” because it puts them in control. Players are interested in “opting-in” because the rewards 
fuel their competitive nature. Gamers crave the rewards, and desire the ability to extend/improve their gameplay 
experience in exchange for watching the ads. 
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Partnering with EA Sports’ newly released NHL 13 video game to talk directly to Ford’s M25-49 audience was a perfect 
match.  NHL 13’s core M25-49 audience spent a lot of time gaming – 14 hours per week – and active NHL gamers 
(M25-49) were nearly 2x more likely to be in the market for a new Ford (compared to general US M25-49 population*). 
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These insights proved that NHL 13 was a perfect medium to carry Ford’s 2013 Fusion messaging to the finish line and 
reach their exact target while fully engaged and in their favorite past time.  

 

Creatively, Ford aimed to focus on vehicle features and infuse “cool” into 2013 Fusion marketing efforts. Emphasis on 
the stunning (re)design inside and out, elevated fuel efficiency, superior value, and advanced performance.  With its 
sleek, cool redesign, the Fusion was perfect for the younger male audience.   

 

EXECUTION & USE OF MEDIA 
 

The advertising experience within NHL 13 had never been done before.  With support from the NHL 13 game 
development team and backed by some innovative technology, Ford was able to deliver in-console video that was 
100% opt-in and actually rewarded gamers with immediate, functional in-game rewards to enhance their gameplay 
experience. The Ford video ads in console offered a truly innovative advertising solution facilitating a real world value-
exchange model. What we learned from preliminary internal and 3rd-party research was that M25-49 console gamers 
were extremely receptive  to the idea of advertising in exchange for in-game rewards to help them progress through 
gameplay. 

 

The beauty of this innovative ad solution was that while players still had to own NHL 13 on disc, Ford ads were actually 
dynamically served into the main menu. No hard-coding, no heavy lifting, no long lead times – everything in real-time.  

 

Now let’s talk specifics around user experience:  

1. Periodically within the main game menu screen, players were prompted with a simple, non-disruptive choice: ‘A Word 
From Our Sponsors – Watch Video To Claim Reward’ 

 

2. Once accepted, the in-menu video screen began to play a :30-second 2013 Ford Fusion spot 

 

3. Upon completion, gamers were taken to a redemption screen, where they quickly and easily claimed their reward – 
‘Pucks’ (the in-game currency of NHL13) – and moved on with the game. Keep in mind these ‘Pucks’ can be purchased 
with real money in-game helping players progress through gameplay, so Ford was delivering huge value for gamers 
that they would have had to pay for otherwise.  

 

To support this value-exchange experience, Ford also ran dynamically-served, highly visible console ad boards in-rink 
to extend the 2013 Fusion messaging and bring an added element of realism to gameplay. This was an awesome way 
for Ford to reach their consumers and enhance the authenticity in a sports video game by emulating the real-world 
arena experience.   

 

DEMONSTRATED RESULTS & ROI 
 

The campaign was an absolute win-win-win – Ford loved the brand engagement, gamers loved the rewards, and the 
EA game development team loved the positive, value-exchange experience.  
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Additionally, extensive consumer research was performed to not only understand the campaign impact in terms of 
marketing performance but also measure the gamers’ response. For Ford and EA, it was imperative to prove that in-
game advertising not only delivered industry-leading brand & performance metrics but also added real value and kept 
the experience positive. 

 

In the end, the Ford Fusion campaign delivered massive results against the original objectives, as well as some 
unexpected findings and killer gamer reactions: 
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Brand Awareness* – the campaign significantly increased unaided awareness of Ford Fusion (+125%), in comparison 
to non-exposed gamers 

 

Recall – an impressive 93% of those exposed to the campaign recalled it 

 

Favorable Opinion – Exposed NHL 13 gamers were also significantly more likely to rate Ford Fusion positively (+82%) 
than those non-exposed 

• Additionally, these gamers were over 200% more likely to feel that the Fusion is “excellent” 

 

Purchase Intent – purchase consideration scores improved significantly as a result of the campaign, with those 
exposed being 92% more likely to consider purchasing the Ford Fusion than those non-exposed  

• Additionally, exposed gamers were 288% more likely to "definitely consider" purchasing the Ford 

Fusion 

 

Post-Ad Action / Brand Engagement – 89% of gamers performed at least one brand specific action after seeing 
the Ford Fusion campaign in NHL 13 

• 53% visited the Ford website on a computer 

• 35% visited the Ford website on a mobile/tablet device 

• 39% "liked" Ford/Ford Fusion on Facebook 

 

Gamer Reaction – NHL 13 gamers reacted very positively to the 2013 Fusion campaign. Gamers indicated it advanced 
their gameplay, and they enjoyed the opportunity to watch videos in exchange for rewards 

• 89% of gamers who interacted with the video chose to watch the video multiple times 

• 80% said the reward for watching the sponsored video improved their gameplay experience 

• 77% stated the video made them think about the Ford Fusion in a new way 

 

Quotables 

•  “Marketing within Video Games continues to prove to be an effective way for Ford to reach and 

engage consumers.  The brand lifts  seen from this campaign would be significant in any medium 

and prove that gaming, when done right, can be one of the most impactful, of all channels, for 

brands to participate in.” – Thomais Zaremba – Digital Marketing Manager – Ford Motor 

Company 

 

• “By combining EA’s dynamic in-game advertising with the ability to reinforce the brand message 

outside of game play that rewards users, EA has created the perfect way for brands to be “in the 

game”  while adding value to the consumer experience.“ – Brian Bos – SVP, Group Director – 

Emerging Technology – Team Detroit 
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